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Dispute Resolution in Space*
By SCOTT F. MARCH
Member of the class of 1984.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The establishment of a permanent United States presence in space
during the next decade will create the need for a legal regime to adjudicate disputes arising among the men and women working there. A
method to deal with these disputes in space should be established to
allow timely resolution without serious disruption of the mission.
This Note proposes a codification of United States substantive and
procedural law to facilitate spaceborne adjudication of disputes among
crew members on United States spacecraft.' Congress should begin
drafting a code which could be enacted early in the next decade. This
dispute resolution code (Code)2 should be United States law and not
international law. While it is tempting to view international law as a
logical source for astrolaw,3 problems of drafting and enforcing a multinational dispute resolution code are probably insurmountable be*

This Note was written under the aegis of the NASA-Hastings Research Project,

Joint Venture #NCA2-DA280-001.
1. A "United States" spacecraft is an object launched by and/or carried on the registry
of the United States in accordance with article I of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, openedfor signature Jan. 14, 1975, 28 U.S.T. 695, 698,
T.I.A.S. No. 8480 (entered into force Sept. 15, 1976) [hereinafter cited as Registration
Treaty]. For the purposes of this Note, "spacecraft" shall be a collective term intended to
include space objects such as space transportation vehicles, space stations, space platforms,
and stations permanently affixed to celestial bodies.
2. A proposed title is the Code of Astrolaw Infractions and Procedure. Astrolaw
should be distinguished from space law. Many law schools offer courses on space law which
stress legal theory and treaty interpretation at the international level. The objectives of
astrolaw are to determine applicable substantive and procedural law for use in the spacecraft
environment and to create a method whereby legal disputes among individuals can be resolved in space. See Shurkin, These Attorneys
YllSettle Drputes Light- Years Auiway From
Any Court, 2 CAL LAw. 30 (1982); see also Kang, 4 New FrontierforLegal Professon-Astrolaw, San Francisco Examiner, Jan. 31, 1984, at 1, col. 2.
3. The United Nations is active in the field of outer space. The Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space is the focus of United Nations activity pertaining to outer
space. The United States is also party to numerous bilateral and multilateral treaties concerning outer space. See infra note 3 1; see also 2 UNITED STATES SPAcE LAW (S. Gorove cd.
1982).
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cause of varying legal systems, conflicting objectives among nations
conducting operations in space, and other political considerations.
Foreign crew members and visitors on a United States spacecraft
would still be subject to the Code just as nonimmune aliens are subject
to United States law when on United States soil,5 in United States airspace,6 or aboard United States ships at sea. 7
The unique circumstances of long duration spaceflight, such as isolation, confinement, and dangerous environment, should be considered
when drafting the substantive and procedural law of the Code. Human
physical and mental processes undergo pronounced changes in space.8
These changes dictate that an innovative set of laws be developed for
use aboard spacecraft of the future.
If the Code is to be United States law, it should be federal and not
state law. This necessarily involves finding a source of constitutional
power for congressional enactment and federal court jurisdiction.' The
primary advantage of using federal law is that it would prevent the
extension of state jurisdictions into space. Aside from the personal jurisdiction and conflict of laws problems, each state's astrolaw would
probably evolve along different lines. A uniform legal standard is
needed aboard future United States spacecraft and this can best be provided by a federal code.
Jurisdictional limits of the Code must be clearly established to define those persons subject to its provisions. The limit could be locational, with the Code becoming effective at a specific distance from
Earth.'0 Other possible jurisdictional determinants could be spacecraft
4. For example, the United States has thus far refused to ratify the most recently proposed treaty pertaining to space entitled Agreement Governing the Activities of States on
the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 20), U.N. Doc. A/3420
(1979). A major United States objection to this treaty is that it could hinder exploitation of
resources on the Moon. Dula, Free Enterprise and the ProposedMoon Treaty, 2 Hous. J.
INT'L L. 3 (1980). But see Finch, 1979 UnitedNations Moon Treaty EncouragesLunar Min-

ing & Space Development, PROCEEDINGS

OF THE TWENTY-SECOND COLLOQUIUM ON TIlE

LAW OF OUTER SPACE 123 (1980).

5. Radich v. Hutchins, 95 U.S. 210 (1877); Carlisle v. United States, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.)
147, 154 (1873); 1 L. OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW 325, 679 (8th ed. 1955).
6. See 49 U.S.C. § 1508 (1982).
7. 1 L. OPPENHEIM, supra note 5, at 330.
8. See Bluth, Staying Sane in Space, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, Jan. 1982, at 24; see
also Robinson, Homo Spatialis: A Space Law Dilemma, PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTYSECOND COLLOQUIUM ON THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE 195 (1980).
9. See infra notes 69-91 and accompanying text.
10. There is no clear physical boundary that marks the end of air space and the beginning of outer space that would create a convenient jurisdictional line for astrolaw. See
Mishra & Pavlasek, On the Lack of Physical Basesfor Defining a Boundary Between Air,
Space and Outer Space, 7 ANNALS AIR & SPACE L. 399 (1982); see generaly Chin-Shih
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type, mission type, or mission duration. For example, disputes arising
on a small spacecraft which has entered space for only a few days
should still be resolved by traditional methods on Earth and without
reference to the Code.
The substantive law for the Code could be derived from such existing areas as tort and contract law, but other United States and foreign sources could be used. This Note will not attempt the ambitious
task of actually drafting a code, but will instead limit itself to providing
a few examples of possible causes of action. Two important points will
be stressed in discussing the substantive law. First, dispute resolution
would be based on a federal civil code. This is a significant step for a
common-law nation such as the United States. Second, the substantive
law must account for the fact that disputes would be more intense and
disruptive in a confined spacecraft environment.
Procedural law should establish the steps necessary to pursue an
actionable offense and resolve the dispute under the Code. Emphasis
must be placed on effectiveness and consistency, not formality. Detailed pleadings and strict rules of evidence would be unwieldy aboard
a spacecraft. Dispute resolution techniques should resemble a hearing
or arbitration rather than a trial, and should have a preventive as well
as an adjudicatory role. Decisions rendered under the Code should
have the same force as a civil judgment from a federal court. Immediate compliance with the remedy fashioned is crucial for the continuation of the mission. Procedural law could be drawn from such sources
as arbitration, administrative procedure, and small claims court.
The administering authority would be the person who actually adjudicates the disputes among the crew members. The person(s) in this
position would serve aboard the spacecraft and be subjected to the
same pressures as the rest of the crew." Candidates to serve as adTang, The Boundary Question in Space Law'.A BalanceSheet, 6 OTTAWA L REv. 266 (1973)
(which summarizes earlier views by authors concerning the determination of a division between air space and outer space).
11. Because of the unique environment of a spacecraft, dispute resolution should be
mediated by an onboardcrew member familiar with the stresses and problems of long duration spaceffight. The alternative of dispute resolution through telecommunications faces
problems analagous to those present in the use of videotaping at trials. These problems
include control of camera angles, editing, retakes, electronic distortion, perceptual distortion, and the absence of direct confrontation between the parties and the trier of fact. See
Doret, Trial by Videotape-Can Justice Be Seen to Be Done?, 47 TE.'-t. L.Q. 228, 228 n.l
(1974) for a list of articles pertaining to the use of videotaping at trials. Videotaping, however, does appear to be gaining in popularity. See, eg., Barber & Bates, Videotape in CriminalProceedings,25 HASTINGS L.J. 1017 (1974); Videotaped.MurderTrialin Ohio, 68 A.B.A.
J. 533 (1982).
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ministering authority include the spacecraft commander, trained managers, engineers and technicians, or the astrolaw practitioner. The
astrolaw practitioner would be a legally trained person who has experienced the rigors of spaceflight. This combination would make such a
person well suited for resolving disputes under the Code.
While the United States will not have a permanent presence in
space until the next decade, it is not too early to begin addressing the
inadequacy of our current laws to this new challenge. There exists a
unique opportunity to draft law before the issues arise instead of engaging in the practice of stopgap lawmaking characteristic of the
United States common-law system. 12
II.

TIMEFRAME

An important element in the implementation of the Code is timing. The Code is intended to fill a legal void that will exist in United
States law when crews begin to establish a permanent presence in
space. As space activities increase, it will become less desirable to rely
on courts on Earth to resolve disputes arising aboard a spacecraft. A
forum will be needed on the spacecraft to provide timely resolution and
remedies in these conflicts.
Past United States efforts in space travel have produced a large
number of personnel on Earth who support very few astronauts in
space for relatively short periods of time. For example, four hundred
thousand people were involved in the Apollo program which put
twelve men on the Moon.' 3 A dispute resolution code for astronauts in
this era was clearly not needed.
The Space Shuttle' 4 is currently making spaceflight commonplace.
There are eighty-eight missions scheduled through 1988.15 By 1992, the
frequency of missions is expected to increase to forty a year.16 Still, the
Space Shuttle is primarily a transportation system and it is not in12. The common law generally-produces a definitive rule of law only after some legal
issue has been repeatedly litigated and conflicting views are resolved by a higher court. See
O.W. HOLMES, JR., THE COMMON LAW 127 (1881).
13. Phillips, Forewordto C. BROOKS, J. GRIMWOOD & L. SWENSON, JR., CHARIOTS FoR
APOLLO at xi (1979).
14. The Space Shuttle is a reusable space transportation system designed to carry persons and equipment to and from low earth orbit. See Gorove, The Space Shuttle" Some of
its Features and Legal Implications, 6 ANNALS AIR & SPACE L. 381, 381-86 (1981) for a
description of Space Shuttle physical characteristics and planned uses.
15. Kotulak, The Shuttle of the Future: Privately Run Airline into Space, San Francisco
Sunday Examiner & Chron., June 26, 1983, at A3, col. 1.
16. Id.
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tended to perform long duration missions. The development of a space
station is the next logical step after the Space Shuttle. Major funding
for a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) space

station should come later this decade 7 and serious design studies have
already been completed.18
The Code should govern certain civil causes of action only when it
becomes impractical to return to Earth to resolve the dispute. This era

will coincide with a permanent United States presence in space. A permanent presence will be made possible by a space station and will be
characterized by extensive space resource exploitation.' 9 The Code

will fill the need for substantive and procedural law to resolve intracrew disputes because no other source of law would be available.

In the more distant future, United States spacecraft may begin to
lose their national identity. Generations born in space might see little
reason to continue their legal ties to Earth as exemplified by the Code.
Homo Spatialis2 ° might develop their own laws and the Code could be
2
phased out at that time. '

III. THE CODE AS UNITED STATES LAW
A multilateral treaty provides that vehicles launched into space are
to be included on a registry maintained by the launching state. 2 This
launching state retains "jurisdiction and control" over these spacecraft.' These treaty provisions, are not self-executing and it is left to
the individual nations to provide law for use aboard their spacecraft.2 4
17. Covault, NAS,4 Defines Initial Station ALissions, AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECH.,
May 30, 1983, at 324; see also President Backs U.S. Space Station as Next Key Goal, N.Y.
Times, Jan. 26, 1984, at 1, coL 3.
18. See, ag., NASA, SPACE SETTLEMENTS: A DESIGN STUDY (1977) [hereinafter cited
as SPACE SETTLEMENTS].

19. See, eg., I & 2 AM. INST. OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS, SPACE MANUFACTURING FACILITIES (1977).

20. See Robinson, supra note 8; see also Robinson, FrontierLawv at L-5, 4 ANNALS AIR
& SPACE L. 617, 634-35 (1979). Homo Spatialis would evolve with the second and third
generations of native space community citizens. Compare Spacekind, who would be the first
persons accorded the legal status of domiciliaries of outer space. Glazer, Domicile and Industry in Outer Space, 17 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 67, 101-04 (1978).
21. SPACE SETTLEMENTS, supra note 18, at 27. See also Menter, STS Legal Connotations, 13 AKRON L. REV. 629, 638 (1980).

22. Registration Treaty, supra note 1, art. 11.
23. Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, art. VIII, openedfor signature Jan. 27, 1967, 18 U.S.T. 2410, 2416, T.I.A.S. No. 6347, 610 U.N.T.S. 205,209 [hereinafter cited as Outer Space Treaty]; see infra note 76 for a portion of the text.
24. An example of implementing law is 18 U.S.C. § 7(6) which extends jurisdiction for
many criminal matters to United States spacecraft.
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This Code would provide the dispute resolution law for United States
spacecraft.

Even if the treaty provisions did not specifically give the United
States jurisdiction over vehicles that it launches into space, authority

exists in international law that would establish jurisdiction by analogy.
"A state has jurisdiction to prescribe rules attaching legal consequences
to (the) conduct of any person aboard a vessel or aircraft having its

nationality while the vessel is under the control of its commanding
officer.
...
2
Even though the Code would be United States law, useful concepts from other legal systems may be incorporated if they better suit
the conditions of space. A major advantage of drafting a code and not
merely extending existing common law into space is that a code can be

specifically adapted for use on a spacecraft. To take greater advantage
of this flexibility, inputs from other legal systems should be sought.
This point will be developed further in Section VII of this Note.2 6

The United States is working closely with foreign governments
and foreign corporations on a variety of projects, the most ambitious of
which is Spacelab.27 This growing transnationalism in space will not
necessarily lead to an extensive supranational body of substantive
space law, despite the handful of treaties now in existence. National
law of the launching states will continue to play a leading role in providing a legal regime for use aboard spacecraft.2 8

Using national law aboard spacecraft will give rise to conflict of
The term "special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States", as
used in this title, includes:
(6) Any vehicle used or designed for flight or navigation in space and on the
registry of the United States pursuant to the Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies and the Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Outer Space, while that vehicle is in flight, which is from the moment when all external doors are closed on Earth following embarkation until the
moment when one such door is opened on Earth for disembarkation or in the case
of a forced landing, until the competent authorities take over the responsibility for
the vehicle and for persons and property aboard.
18 U.S.C. § 7(6) (Supp. V 1981).
25.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES

§ 31 (1965).
26. See infra notes 110-14 and accompanying text.
27. See infra note 80; Covault, MultinationalSpace Ventures Growing, AVIATION WE3K
& SPACE TECH., May 30, 1983, at 247.
28. Sloup, Determination ofApplicable Law to Living and Working in Outer Space., The
Municipal Law Connection and the NASA/Hastings Research Project, 14 LINCOLN L. REV.
43 (1983).
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laws problems when foreign nationals are present. This issue has been
addressed in an article by Hamilton DeSaussure and P.P.C. Haanappel.2 9 They list seven bases for the determination of applicable law and
forum for dealing with tort and contract problems arising in outer
space. Conflict of laws problems could be resolved by using the law of
the registering state, plaintiff, defendant, or forum. Other approaches
include party stipulation, unification of substantive law, and unification
of choice of law and forum rules.3 0 Their article does not propose
onboard resolution of disputes.
Spaceborne resolution, however, is a basic tenet of the Code proposed in this Note. For this reason, the Code should apply to all persons aboard a United States spacecraft and, therefore, avoid in-space
conflict of laws problems. This approach would apply the law of the
nation of registry and forum. Stipulation is also a possible approach.
The overriding purpose is to ensure that only the Code governs disputes that arise aboard a spacecraft registered by the United States.
Despite the growing number of nations involved in spaceflight and
the existence of multilateral treaties governing limited aspects of space
activity, 31 each individual nation will provide the sources of law for use
on its spacecraft. Moreover, the treaties themselves call for national
32
jurisdiction and control over space objects.
IV.

HUMAN FACTORS ON LONG DURATION
MISSIONS

The people governed by the Code would be physically and mentally different from those who draft and enact it. Important physiological and psychological changes occur in individuals who have been in
space for extended periods of time.3 3 Therefore, the Code must be
written and administered by legally trained persons who are also intimately familiar with the human factors of spaceflight. These human
29. DeSaussure & Haanappel, A Unified Multinational.4pproach to the Application of
Tort and Contract Principlesto Outer Space, 6 SYRACUSE J. INT'L L. 1 (1978).
30. Id. at 4-11.

31. In addition to the Registration Treaty, supra note 1, and the Outer Space Treaty,
supra note 23, there also exist the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of
Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space, done Apr. 22, 1968, 19
U.S.T. 7570, T.I.A.S. No. 6599, 672 U.N.T.S. 119, and the Convention on International
Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, done Mar. 3, 1972,24 U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S.
No. 7762.
32. Outer Space Treaty, supra note 23, art. VIII.
33. George S. Robinson has done extensive work in analyzing the relationship between
biological factors and space law. See, eg., G. RoBINSoN, LIVING IN OUTER SPACE (1975);
see also Robinson, supra note 8.
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factors change behavior patterns and affect crew interaction. Many existing laws, therefore, may not be applicable to this new environment.
A few of these human factors are relatively well understood at
present. One example is circadian desynchronosis. This is the disruption of the body's twenty-four hour rhythm that governs functions such
as sleep, body temperature, kidney output, and appetite. 4 Jet lag is
associated with this phenomenon. Effects of this disorder can include
insomnia, mental confusion and lapse of memory. 35 It is arguable that
disputes would increase if a spacecraft crew operated on other than a
twenty-four hour day. The ability of the human body to adapt to a
shortened or lengthened "day" is largely unknown at present notwithstanding some polar region research. 36 This is an area worthy of consideration by drafters of the Code.
Motion sickness is a recurring problem among astronauts which
NASA is studying in detail.37 Symptoms include vomiting, headaches
and fatigue. The cause is believed to be a sensory conflict between visual cues and the inner ear balance mechanism.38 In most cases, the
illness is overcome in less than three days. It therefore may be advisable to recognize this problem formally in the Code if it cannot be medically prevented in the future. Crew members in their first seventy-two
hours in space might be held to a lesser standard than their veteran
counterparts while they overcome their space adaption syndrome.
There are many long-term effects of spaceflight upon the human
body. Prolonged weightlessness causes such physical changes in the
body as muscle atrophy, shrunken heart, reduced blood volume and
lowered calcium levels in the bones.39 More importantly, extended
spaceflight brings about substantial psychological changes. Data on
this subject have been collected from precedent experiences such as
Antarctic stations, oceanographic research voyages, submarines and
space mission simulations.40
Isolation, confinement, and stress, all of which would be present
on a long duration spaceffight, are catalytic factors which cause a wide
range of behavioral changes in individuals. These changes include in34. Perry, IndustrialTime Clocks-Often at Odds With Those Inside a Worker!V Body,
N.Y. Times, Nov. 28, 1982, at 8F, col. 1.
35. Id.
36. Bluth, supra note 8, at 26.
37. Shuttle Mission 5 to Investigate Motion Sickness, AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECii.,
Nov. 1, 1982, at 22.
38. Id. at 23.
39. Engler & Cheshire-Engler, L!fe After Loioff, OMNI, May 1983, at 108.
40. Bluth, supra note 8, at 24.
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creased hostility, irritability and mood fluctuation.4 ' The ramifications
of these human factors are even more important to drafters of the
Code. Lack of communication between crew members is one example.
Aside from the psychological reasons for communications breakdown,
physical factors also enter in to the problem. Weightlessness causes
fluids to accumulate in the upper portion of the body slightly bloating
the face. This reduces facial expression, an important medium of communication.4 2 Communication problems can be further aggravated in
stressful situations if crew members have different native languages and
customs.
Seemingly minor incidents are magnified by isolation and confinement. Continual failure by a member of an Antarctic station to wash a
coffee cup led to an assault. 4 3 Work schedules and task assignments
have led to disputes between astronauts and cosmonauts. 44 A code
drafted for use on a spacecraft must recognize the serious nature of
events which would seem insignificant on Earth. The threshold of
human tolerance appears to be greatly reduced in space. One Soviet
cosmonaut stated that "in space, you have no psychological outlets.
You can't go to the theater, or relax with an interesting book. It is
much more dangerous there. . . . Everything is felt much more
45
acutely."
Eventually, the prolonged isolation, confinement, and stress of
spaceffight could alter the basic psychological state of the crew member. For example, the "solipsism syndrome" can occur in artificial environments and cause the person to feel that he/she is functioning in a
dream-like state and that nothing is real.46
Many of these human factors can be controlled by changing the
crew members' environment periodically. This can be done through
the use of sound, lighting, color, food, and free-time activities. The
significance of these stimuli to the crew members make them important
to the drafters of the Code as well. Failure to alter sensory stimuli by
those charged with the task might produce a negative impact on the rest
41. Lecture by BJ. Bluth at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
annual meeting in Long Beach, California (May 11, 1983). Her complete list of behavioral
changes, derived primarily from Antarctic experiences, includes hostility, fatigue, tension,
sleep disorders, depression, anxiety, boredom, irritability, mood fluctuation, social withdrawal, and vacillating motivation.
42. 1d.
43. Id.
44. Id.

45. CosmonautLikens Space Flight to Honemoon, Chicago Sun-Times, Aug. 8, 1979, at
22, col 1. (comments by Georgi Grechko, crew member on a 96 day Salyut 6 mission).
46. SPACE SETTLEMENTS, supra note 18, at 29.
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of the crew. These sensory factors should also play an important part
in fashioning remedies under the Code.
Space presents more than just a new frontier. It is a place physically unlike Earth. Changes in environment cause the body to undergo
physical alterations; confinement, isolation, and stress cause mental
changes. For these reasons, a code drafted specifically for space would
better serve the needs of a spacecraft crew notwithstanding the United
States common-law heritage.
V.

THE CODE AS FEDERAL LAW

A. Rejection of State Tort Law Extension into Space
A major objective of the Code should be that each person who
goes into space knows the law. This can be best accomplished by providing a clear body of laws and consistently applying them. This
would hardly be possible if conflicting state laws were used aboard
spacecraft.
If state law were used in space to govern crew disputes, each state
legislature would have to enact legislation enabling the administering
authority to serve as its judicial representative in space. The administering authority would be responsible for extending each state's substantive law and conflict of laws rules into a new arena. Questions of
state jurisdiction over parties to the action further confuse the state law
quagmire.
Allowing a spectrum of state laws to develop on each civil issue in
space would prevent equal treatment of aggrieved crew members with
identical complaints but different state affiliations. Diverse laws would
also hinder efforts to ensure that each spacefarer knows his/her rights,
duties, and obligations under the governing law of the spacecraft.
A federal approach to the application of spacefarer dispute resolution law aboard United States spacecraft would produce benefits
analagous to those associated with pendent and ancillary jurisdiction.
These include judicial economy, efficiency, avoidance of inconsistent
adjudication, and avoidance of piecemeal litigation.47
If Congress enacted the Code, it could preempt state law in the
field48 because the development of state law would stand in the way of
the congressional objective4 9 of providing a uniform comprehensive
47. See, e.g., United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 726 (1966); Lucas v.
Seagrave Corp., 277 F. Supp. 338, 348 (D. Minn. 1967).
48. U.S. CONsT. art. VI, cl. 2.
49. The Court's primary function in deciding preemption cases is to determine whether
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dispute resolution law written for use aboard United States spacecraft.
B.

Code or Common Law?

Adopting a federal approach to the problem of providing law in
the field of dispute resolution aboard United States spacecraft leaves an
important issue unresolved. This is the choice between codification
through congressional enactment and commoAl law development in the
field. Codification raises complex comparative law issues which will
not be fully addressed in this Note. A few arguments are presented,
however, to justify adoption of a code rather than relying on federal
common law to develop in the field of spaceborne dispute resolution.
Federal courts may not resort to "federal common law" to resolve
cases absent specific congressional authorization. 51 Clearfeld Trust Co.
v. United States5' presents an early example of when federal common
law was permitted to develop. ClearfieldTrust held that "[iun absence
of an applicable Act of Congress it is for the federal courts to fashion
52
the governing rule of law according to their own standards."
Although CleaqieldTrust was limited to commercial paper transactions, other bodies of federal common law have also been developed.
These include international affairs, 3 nuisance,5 4 labor, 55 and government contracts. 6 In addition, proposals for the development of federal
common law have been made in such areas as water pollution, 7 air
6
59
pollution, 58 servicemen's tort claims, and aircraft disaster litigation. 0
As these examples show, federal common law can be an effective
state law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and
objectives of Congress. Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 67 (1941).
50. United States v. Hudson & Goodwin, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 32 (1812).
51. Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, 318 U.S. 363 (1943).
52. Id. at 367.
53. Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964).
54. Illinois v. City of Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91 (1972).
55. Textile Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills, 353 U.S. 448 (1957).
56. Priebe & Sons, Inc. v. United States, 332 U.S. 407 (1947).
57. Note, Federal Common Law Remedies for the Abatement of W~ater Pollution, 5
FORDHAM URBAN L.J. 549 (1977); Note, Unformity, is the Solution to Wlater Pollution, 23 S.
TEx. L.J. 417 (1982); Comment, Federal Common Law of PublicA'uisanc " An Expanding
Approach to Water Pollution Control, 10 U. BALT. L. REV. 134 (1980).
58. Note, FederalCommon Law Suits to Abate InterstateAir Pollution, 4 HARV. ENTL
L. REv. 117 (1980).
59. Note, TortRemediesfor Servicemen Injuredby Afilitary Equioment: A CaseforFederal Common Law, 55 N.Y.U. L. REv. 601 (1980).
60. Note, The Casefor a FederalCommon Law ofAircraft DisasterLitigation: A Judicial
Solution to a National Problem, 51 N.Y.U. L. REv. 231 (1976).
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means of dealing with new legal issues. Therefore, it will require convincing arguments to overcome the common-law momentum.
The debate between code and common law as applied specifically
to space also has a lengthy history. This debate, however, has primarily been limited to proposals for international codes and treaties. There
has been little attention given to selecting the most appropriate procedure for establishing astrolaw within the United States legal system.
Authors have compared the merits of an international space code to
customary international law. This comparison foreshadows the debate
which might occur should Congress attempt to codify dispute resolution law for use on permanent United States spacecraft.
M.S. Smirnoff proposed an international space code in 1959 "desiring to avoid all sorts of conflicts between the peoples and to avoid
the creation of a customary law in the field of spaceflight. ' ' 61 F.W. von
Rauchhaupt framed the issue four years later, but again in an international setting.
So far two bases are prevalent: the continental codification of every
part of the law by legislation, and the Anglo-Saxon piecemeal collection of law through the decisions of law courts. The American opinion seems to vacillate back and forth. But with this absolutely new
Space Law, it seems advisable to begin by complete codifications.... 62
Unfortunately, the debate has not been resolved and no pervasive
precedent is available for consideration by United States lawmakers.
[A]t the outset of space exploration in the late 1940s, extensive consideration was given to establishing a Space Code as the only way to
regulate and control the then-foreseeable nature of space activities.
After much struggling and agonizing over this jurisprudential approach, a hiatus was reached where the lack of practical problems
and experiences forced legal minds to establish the initial common
law of space through public international law, i.e., formal treaties.
The result has been a strange mixture of speculative common law in
codified form with a confusing appearance of irreligious
Papal Bulls
63
mixing ethical apples with commercial oranges.
A major argument supporting codification of United States dispute resolution law aboard spacecraft is that such law will be specifi61. Smirnoff, The Role oflAFin the Elaborationof the Norms of Future Space Law, in
SPACE LAW PERSPECTIVES 37 (M. Schwartz ed. 1976).
62. von Rauchhaupt, The Codification ofSpace Law, in SPACE LAW PERSPECTIVES 108
(M. Schwartz ed. 1976).
63. Robinson, supra note 20, at 627-28.
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cally developed for resolving spaceborne disputes. The physiological
and psychological changes which long-term spacefarers undergo' are
too significant to allow a stretching of present tort concepts by the
proliferation of common law into space.
There is presently adequate time to allow the Code to be drafted
by those familiar with both the law and the rigors of spaceffight. The
Code should be in place when the first crew dispute is adjudicated
aboard a United States spacecraft.
Allowing a federal common law to evolve brings about piecemeal
development of legal principles. This may.be seen as providing more
flexibility in a relatively unknown environment, but the Code could be
allowed to evolve as well. With the Code, there is at least a starting
point provided by a body of laws written specifically for space.
Picking the common law of a particular state for extension into
space provides a starting point, but not one written specifically for the
desired purpose. The administering authority should be given a code
as a beginning point and not one state's tort principles.
Working against adoption of the Code is the United States common-law heritage. It might seem a significant departure from United
States legal tradition for Congress to enact a civil code. In actuality,
however, the differences between civil-law systems and common-law
systems are found more in theory than practice. 65 Courts in the United
States have often relied on civil-law concepts to render decisions."
The enactment of a code to govern crew disputes on United States
spacecraft need not challenge the common-law status of the United
States. Many common-law countries have civil codes while not all
civil-law systems are codified. 67 The state of California has more codes
than any of the civil-law nations.68
The choice between codification and common law is important,
but should not divert attention from the overall objective of providing
suitable law to govern spaceborne disputes. Codification has the advantage of allowing new laws to be drafted for a unique environment.
Unfortunately, the United States common-law history would bring tort
law and all its baggage aboard United States spacecraft.
64. See supra text accompanying notes 33-46.
65. See, e-g., R. DAVID & J. BRIERLEY, MAJOR LEGAL SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD TODAY
24-25 (2d ed. 1978).
66. See generaly R. SCHLESINGER, COMPARATIVE LAW: CASES, TEx-r AND MATERIALS
2-17 (4th ed. 1980).
67. F. LAWSON, A COMMON LAWYER LOOKS AT THE CIVIL LAW 47 (1955).
68. J. MERRYMAN, THE CIVIL LAW TRADITION 27 (1969).
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Constitutional Source of Power for Enactment
Since the Code is to be federal law, there must exist a constitu-

tional source of power for Congress to act. 69 If such a source cannot be
found, the states will retain the power to legislate in the field of astrolaw.70 At least four arguments can be made that adequate constitutional authority exists for allowing Congress to enact the Code thereby
putting it within the jurisdiction of the federal courts.
The first argument is based on the treaty making power of the fed-

eral government. 71 Any valid treaty becomes part of the supreme law
of the land72 and Congress has the power to make all necessary and
proper laws 73 to ensure that the treaty is implemented. 74 The United
States, as a party to the Outer Space Treaty, 75 has jurisdiction over
objects and personnel that it registers and launches into space.7 6 The
Code would be a necessary and proper means to enable the United
States 77 to comply with the treaty.

A second source of congressional power is the commerce clause. 78
As activity in space evolves from exploration to exploitation, orbital
manufacturing and processing will become commonplace.7 9 Spacelab

0

is conducting preliminary experiments in such areas as crystal growth,
metals processing, and fluid physics in a microgravity environment."1
69. An act of Congress is invalid unless affirmatively authorized under the Constitution,
L. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 225 (1978). Most of the powers of Congress arc
found in Article I, section 8 of the Constitution.
70. U.S. CONST. amend. X.
71. Article II, section 2 of the Constitution gives the President the power to make treaties with the advice and consent of the Senate.
72. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 2.
73. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 18.
74. Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416 (1920).
75. Outer Space Treaty, supra note 23.
76. "A State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is
carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over any personnel thereof,
while in outer space or on a celestial body." Id. at 18 U.S.T. at 2416, T.I.A.S. No. 6347, 610
U.N.T.S. at 209.
77. Only by using federal law can the United States comply with both the Treaty and
the Constitution. Use of a state's law could violate the Treaty as jurisdiction may be retained only by the signatories. A state cannot constitutionally be a signatory to a treaty.
U.S. CONsT. art. I, § 10, cl. 1. A separate treaty has made registration of objects launched
into space a national province. Registration Treaty, supra note 1.
78. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, el. 3.
79. See ForIndustry it's Almost Lfft-off Time, Bus. WEEK, June 20, 1983, at 62.
80. Spacelab is a self-contained laboratory carried into orbit by the Space Shuttle, The
NASA-European Space Agency joint venture is designed to enable scientists and engineers
to perform various experiments in space.
81. Spacelab MaterialExperiments Coming Primarilyfrom Europe, AVIATION WEEK &
SPACE TECH., Oct. 17, 1983, at 80.
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This is expected to lead to large-scale private operations in space in the
future and this could be an area ripe for congressional regulation based
on the commerce clause.

It can be argued the Congress should "occupy the field" of civil
astrolaw in order to ensure the effective utilization of space. The Code,
however, would deal largely with personal civil disputes, an area tradi-

tionally left to the states. Congress must clearly manifest its intent to
preempt state law 2 when enacting the Code.8 3

A third constitutional basis involves extending the meaning of

"admiralty and maritime jurisdiction."8 4 It is arguable that the drafters

of the Constitution could not have foreseen routine spaceflight and that
this activity is now a logical extension of admiralty and maritime

jurisdiction.
This line of reasoning, however, is somewhat tenuous. Congress
has no express constitutional power to legislate in the area of admi-

ralty. 5 The fact that Congress does-exercise such power is based on the
Supreme Court's grant of a "co-extensive" power allowing Congress to
make admiralty law.8 6 Stretching this power even further by enacting
the Code could give rise to legitimate constitutional challenges. In ad-

dition,
an extension of the definition is not supported by current case
7
8

law.

Finally, the Constitution gives Congress the power to make all

needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other property
of the United States."' Since territory and property refer to "lands,'8 9

however, it is questionable whether a permanent spacecraft would fall
under this definition.90 More importantly, congressional power would
82. States could still retain jurisdiction based on the domicile of the crew member. See
§ 29 (1971).
83. See Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218 (1947).
84. Article I, section 2, clause 1 of the Constitution extends federal judicial power "to
all Cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction."
85. See generally Note, From JudicialGrantto Legislative Power: The,4dmiralty Clause
in the Nineteenth Century, 67 HARV. L. REV. 1214 (1954).
86. In re Garnett, 141 U.S. 1, 12 (1891).
87. The term "maritime" restricts the traditionally broad scope of admiralty to maritime service. The Bessie Mac, 21 F. Supp. 220 (W.D. Wash. 1937). In a more recent case,
however, the court did not limit itself to the "traditional concepts of admiralty" in determining whether admiralty jurisdiction existed. While making it clear that the fact that the case
involved a boat in navigable waters was important, the court also considered the functions
and roles of the parties, the type of vehicle and instrumentalities involved, the type of injury
and causation. Gilmore v. Witschorek, 411 F. Supp. 491 (E.D. I11. 1976).
88. U.S. CONsT. art. IV, § 3, cL 2.
89. United States v. Gratiot, 39 U.S. (14 Pet.) 526 (1840).
90. The spacecraft, not space itself, could be the United States territory. National apRESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAvS
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not extend to privately owned United States spacecraft under this
approach.
Of the preceding four arguments, it appears that treaty implementation and the commerce clause provide strong constitutional sources
for allowing Congress to enact the Code. The Code, in turn, creates
federal question jurisdiction,9 which has the desired effect of putting
spaceborne dispute resolution exclusively under the federal court
system.
VI.

JURISDICTION OF THE CODE

Should the Code be implemented, it would not necessarily be the
best governing law for every United States vehicle that enters space,
Some missions in the future will still be of short duration and accomplished by relatively small spacecraft with limited endurance (shuttles).
In these cases, the type of onboard resolution provided for in the Code
would not be required. Therefore, it will be necessary to determine
what type of activity in space subjects a person to the jurisdiction of the
Code.92

The critical factor in determining the need for onboard adjudication is that the traditional forums on Earth would be unavailable. Access to a civil forum on Earth could be denied for reasons such as
length of flight time, quarantine, or unavailability of a return vehicle.
Other considerations in forum selection are crew size and the presence
of an administering authority. The Code should include a provision
which delineates the factors to be used in determining when to implement the Code and should establish who is to make this decision.
One criterion that could trigger application of the Code might be
physical separation from Earth. The degree of separation should be
measured in flight time. It is time, not linear distance, that will keep an
Earth forum unavailable as spacecraft speeds increase in the future.
Jurisdiction based on time, however, has a major drawback. Some
spacecraft with relatively short flight time distances from Earth, such as
an Earth orbiting space station, would be the most logical candidates
propriation of outer space is prohibited by article II of the Outer Space Treaty, stera note
23.
91. The Code would fall under federal court jurisdiction through article III, section 2,
clause I of the Constitution.
92. Torts committed aboard United States flag ships at sea may seem to present a situation analogous to disputes in space. A major difference between these two situations exists,
however, because maritime disputes are resolved in courts on shore while the Code proposes
onboard resolution in space.
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for onboard application of the Code. If flight time to Earth was the
sole criterion, space stations would presumably be exempt from the
Code. This is because a return time to Earth of at least a week would
be needed to trigger use of the Code to have the desired effect of excluding the small spacecraft and shuttles operating in the Earth-Moon
environment. These small craft performing short duration missions
should not be covered by the Code. Their crews would be small; there
would be no onboard administering authority; and they could quickly
return to Earth in the event of a crew dispute.
The characteristics and mission of the spacecraft raise a second
issue in choosing when to apply the Code. The Code is best suited to a
spacecraft containing a large and diverse crew. A larger spacecraft
makes the presence of an administering authority necessary because the
complexity and number of conflicts are likely to increase in proportion
to crew size.
Status of the spacefarer might determine the applicability of the
Code. A person working in space in a certain capacity or for a certain
agency or corporation might become subject to the Code just as a person is subjected to the Uniform Code of Military Justice upon entering
the armed forces.9 3 A shuttle pilot transporting new crew members to
their assignments on a permanent space station could be exempt from
the Code while the passengers would be under its jurisdiction. 94
Unforeseen events might occur which limit a crew's ability to return to Earth thus potentially changing their status in the context of
application of the Code. This situation could arise when a spacecraft
suffers damage or is quarantined for safety and medical reasons.
Another possible approach to determining when the Code is to be
applied is to leave the decision to the discretion of the proper authority.
In this way, all of the factors discussed in this section could be included
in the decision of when to utilize the Code and when to resolve disputes
in a forum on Earth. An affirmative duty could exist in the Code which
would require mission planners, the federal courts, or an administrative
agency to declare the Code in effect within a specific spacecraft during
a specific time period. Fundamental to exercising this authority is the
recognition that the Code is not applicable in every situation and that
various criteria are pertinent in making the implementation decision.
93. See 10 U.S.C. § 802 (1976). Article 5 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice,
codified at 10 U.S.C. § 805, further states that "[tlhis chapter shall be applicable in all
places."
94. The author does not wish to offer a solution to the question of jurisdiction should a
dispute arise between the pilot and a passenger.
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SUBSTANTIVE LAW

The heart of the Code would be its substantive law. The stress,
confinement, and hostile environment of long duration space missions
will cause spacefarers to undergo important psychological and physiological changes.95 The substantive law must be responsive to these
changes. Certain legal duties should exist in space which are nonexistent under present United States law. Some actions which are laudable
on Earth could be a violation of the Code in space.
This section will not attempt the formidable task of providing
comprehensive substantive law for inclusion into the Code. Instead,
more basic questions regarding the substantive law will be addressed.
These include the objectives of the law as well as areas of existing law
which might provide some guidance in drafting the Code. Finally, two
examples of substantive law will be presented to illustrate how astrolaw
might differ from existing United States law.
A. Objectives of the Substantive Law
The Code serves the purpose of providing a forum for impartial
adjudication of disputes where the remedy would have the full effect of
federal law. Absent the Code, any attempt at dispute resolution aboard
future spacecraft would probably fall to the commander. 96 Therefore,
the first objective of the Code is to free those charged with operating
the spacecraft and accomplishing its mission from the task of dispute
resolution. Dispute resolution responsibility would be taken up by the
administering authority specifically trained for the task. This delegation of authority is not meant to deny to the commander the power to
create and enforce regulations designed to ensure the safety and proper
functioning of the spacecraft. The dual authority parallels the duality
between criminal and civil causes of action.97 For example, a person
consistently late to a duty station could be subject to disciplinary action
from the commander and be liable to the crew member who has lost
free time or sleep time while waiting for the tardy replacement.
A second objective of the Code would be to provide an otherwise
unavailable remedy to an aggrieved spacefarer. Relying solely on the
commander to enforce a regulation to prevent the continuation of some
95. See supra notes 33-46 and accompanying text.
96. The term "commander" merely refers to the person in overall charge of the spacecraft. The term "administrator" or "manager" might be substituted to avoid any confusion
with the military rank of commander.
97. One wrong may be a crime and a tort. See Bergman v. State, 187 Wash. 622, 60
P.2d 699 (1936).
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offensive behavior may end the irritant, but it does not compensate the
complainant. A remedy fashioned under the Code could be a more

equitable means to deal with a dispute than the commander's prohibitions or punishments.
Dispute resolution with a binding remedy might also aid in
preventing relatively minor disputes from erupting into more serious
incidents.9" Therefore, the Code could serve a preventive as well as an
adjudicative role.

B. Precedent Sources of Substantive Law
Even though the Code should be written from scratch by those

knowledgeable in the law and familiar with the human factors of
spaceflight,99 various bodies of law now in existence might provide guidance in writing Code sections for use aboard United States spacecraft.
Tort law is one example, since the Code infractions will involve personal disputes. The caveat remains, however, that no tort principle
should be reproduced in the Code without carefully determining its ap-

plicability to a space environment.
Contract law might also play a role should spacefarers execute a
contract with their employing agency or corporation prior to embarking on a long duration space mission.'00 Entering into a contract on
Earth for personal services to be performed in space should still be
binding.'t0
Admiralty law, the law of the sea, and various codes which have

been developed for use aboard ships at sea 0 2 can also be used as a
precedent for space law and astrolaw. 0 3 This is because of the similar98. See supra text accompanying note 43.
99. Any panel selected to draft the Code should include persons who have experienced
the rigors of long duration spaceffight. Persons trained in the medical and psychological
effects of stress, isolation and confinement would also be needed. Foreign legal scholars
could contribute useful concepts from their respective legal systems which could have applicability in space. See infra note 114 and accompanying text. Finally, astrolaw practitioners
who could administer the Code should also help draft it. See infra text accompanying notes
130-37.
100. See Robinson, N.ASA's Space Station andthe Needfor QuantiableComponents ofa
Responsive Legal Regime, 6 INT'L L. 292, 312 (1972).
101. C. JENKS, SPACE LAW 295 (1965).
102. See generally W. McFE, THE LAW OF THE SEA 35-77 (1950).
103. See, eg., Ward, Projectingthe Law of the Sea Into the Law of Space, JAG, Mar.
1957, at 3; Williams, The Law of the Se. 4 ParallelforSpace Law, 22 MiL. L REv. 155
(1963); DeSaussure, Towarda Lawfor Space Transport,The Afaritime Analogy, 14 LINcoLN
L. REv. 1 (1983).
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ities between a long duration space mission and an extended sea
voyage.
Finally, concepts from foreign legal systems should be considered
for inclusion into the Code. This means that any panel selected to formulate the Code should include foreign and comparative law scholars.
The first example of a substantive law provision demonstrates how a
foreign legal principle may be more suitable than its United States
common-law counterpart.

C.

Examples of the Substantive Law

Two examples are presented to demonstrate how substantive law
in the Code might differ from current United States law. The examples
presented involve the duty to rescue and the reasonable spacefarer
standard.

Under existing common law in the United States, there is no general duty of rescue."° This principle, however, has been eroded in a
variety of situations. A duty to aid those in peril does exist when there
is a special relationship involved, 0 5 such as the relationship between a
common carrier and passengers.' 0 6 A similar duty exists when a person's own negligence creates the peril. 10 7 An employment contract can
impose a duty. 0 8 Some statutes also create a limited duty to rescue in
various situations.' 0 9
Utilizing exceptions to the general rule of no duty to rescue and

relying on a patchwork of statutes, however, are not the proper approaches to establishing a duty to rescue in space. Better precedents for
a duty to rescue can be found in admiralty and Soviet law. A shipowner or master in charge has the duty to use every reasonable means
104. See, e.g., Union Pac. Ry. v. Cappier, 66 Kan. 649, 72 P. 281 (1903); Bishop v. City
of Chicago, 12 Ill. App. 2d 33, 257 N.E.2d 152 (1970).
105. Carey v. Davis, 190 Iowa 720, 180 N.W. 889 (1921).
106. Yu v. New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R., 145 Conn. 451, 144 A,2d 56 (1958),
Kambour v. Boston & Me. R.R., 77 N.H. 33, 86 A. 624 (1913).
107. Parrish v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 221 N.C. 292, 20 S.E.2d 299 (1942).
108. Anderson v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. Co., 333 U.S. 821 (1948).
109. See Note, The Duty to Aid One in Peril Good Samaritan Laws, 15 How. LJ. 672
(1969). One example of a statute which imposes a duty to aid those in peril in specific
situations is found in the California Vehicle Code.
The driver of any vehicle involved in an accident resulting in injury to or death of
any person shall . . . render to any person injured in the accident reasonable
assistance, including the carrying or the making arrangements for the carrying of
such person to a physician, surgeon, or hospital for medical or surgical treatment if
it is apparent that treatment is necessary or if such carrying is requested by the
injured person.
CAL. VEH. CODE § 20003 (Deering Supp. 1983).
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to rescue a seaman in peril." 0 Likewise, Soviet law,"' as well as many

civil-law jurisdictions, ' 2 imposes a duty to aid those in distress."I3 It

seems, therefore, that the drafters of the Code must look beyond the

general common-law approach to other sources of law in establishing a
duty to rescue."14 The drafters might simply state: "Persons subject to
this Code must render all reasonable assistance to any person in danger

of death or serious bodily injury." This provision would provide a
startingpoint for interpretation by the administering authority. Spe-

should be
cific application of this Code section, as with any rule of law,
5
left to the sound judgment of the appropriate authority."1

The second example of substantive law illustrates how existing tort
law might provide some solid principles for adoption into the Code.
Fundamental to a negligence 1 6 cause of action is the reasonable person standard.1 ' 7 This standard can be raised to account for the training
and expertise of a professional'"I or lowered to compensate for a child's
9 A "reasonable spacefarer standard"12 0
age and lack of experience."
110. Harris v. Pennsylvania R.R., 50 F.2d 866 (4th Cir. 1931); 46 U.S.C. § 728 (1976).
IlL. See J.HAZARD, THE COMMUNISTS AND THEIR LAw 412-15 (1969).
112. Note, Failure to Rescue" A Comparative Study, 52 COLUM. L. REV.631, 635-39
(1952).
113. See Feldbrugge, Goodand Bad Samaritans:r A Comparati-eSurvey of CriminalLaw
Provisions ConcerningFailureto Rescue, 14 AM. J.CoMP. L. 630 (1966).
114. The Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts, and the
Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space, supra note 31, provides some precedent for a
duty to rescue in space. This treaty, however, is primarily concerned with the safe return of
astronauts after a forced landing on the high seas or within the territory of a contracting
state. No specific implementing United States legislation has resulted from this treaty. No
existing treaty creates a duty to rescue in space. A Code provision creating a duty to rescue
for United States spacefarers would be a pioneering step.
115. Should the reader believe this example Code section to be overly vague, subject to
multiple interpretations, and therefore unworkable, compare it to article 2316 of the Louisiana Civil Code which has been in existence for almost two hundred years. "Every person is
responsible for the damage he occasions not merely by his act, but by his negligence, his
imprudence, or his want of skill" LA. CIV. CODE ANN. art. 2316 (West 1979).
116. The concept of negligence need not be limited to suits at common law. It is readily
adaptable for use in the Code. Se4 ag., id
117. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 283 (1979); W. PROSSER, LAW OF TORMS 14952 (4th ed. 1971).
118. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 299A (1979); W. PROSSER, supra note 117, at
161-66.
119. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 283A (1979); W. PRossmi, supra note 117, at
154-57.
120. Given what Earth-bound lawyers would consider aberrant behavior of space
inhabitants, a "reasonable man" in space could not be considered for legal purposes as having to satisfy the same standards of the "reasonable man" on Earth.
The very measurable "differentness" of space inhabitants will require creative jurisprudential postures in preparing social order for space inhabitants who live off
Earth permanently, or comparatively so.
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might be included in the Code and could require high standards of

social and professional behavior onboard the spacecraft.
Some issues, such as establishing mechanisms for changing the law
when required, or determining which remedies are most effective in
space, will be solved only with experience. This, however, should not
be used as an excuse for delay in drafting substantive law which will
most certainly be needed when the United States establishes a permanent presence in space.

VIII. PROCEDURAL LAW
Procedures should be incorporated into the Code that will allow

for timely and conclusive resolution of disputes aboard United States
spacecraft. Parties should represent themselves before the administering authority and the requirements for pleading and discovery should
be dropped. The California Small Claims Court is useful model for
determining the need, purpose, and specific rules of a spaceborne civil

tribunal.
The California Legislature has identified the need for an informal
forum for the resolution of minor civil disputes.' 2 ' Aboard a spacecraft
all crew disputes should be dealt with in the same expeditious manner

for two reasons. First, no other forum would be available to handle the
larger disputes.

22

Second, crew disputes take on a more serious nature

in space because they can endanger the safety of the crew and the success of the mission.

The purpose of California Small Claims Court is to obtain speedy
settlement of small claims by informal proceedings conducted in the
spirit of compromise and conciliation. 23 Again, this closely coincides
with the desired purpose of the procedural law of the Code.

Given the similar needs and purposes of the small claims forum of
Robinson, Space Lawyering: An Unusual Business, 54 FLA. BAR. J. 58, 62 (1980).
121. The [California] Legislature hereby finds and declares that individual minor
civil disputes are especially important to the parties involved and of significant
social and economic consequence collectively. The Legislature further finds and
declares that in order to resolve such disputes in an expeditious, inexpensive, and
fair manner, it is essential to provide a judicial forum accessible to all parties directly involved in resolving such disputes.
CAL. CIv. PROC. CODE § 116.1 (West. 1982).
122. Actions at law in California Small Claims Court are limited to $1500. CAL, CrV,
PROC. CODE § 116.2 (West 1982). The equivalent value of any equitable relief sought is
limited to $750. Id. A similar dollar value limit in space would be virtually meaningless
because many disputes would involve areas difficult to value, such as annoying personal
habits. Additionally, money could lose its extrinsic value on long duration missions,
123. Sanderson v. Niemann, 17 Cal. 2d 563, 573, 110 P.2d 1025, 1030 (1941).
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California and the dispute resolution forum of the Code, the drafters of
the Code should look to California small claims procedure for guidance in specific areas of procedural law. One such area is pleadings.
Simple nontechnical forms designed for the layperson are used in California Small Claims Court. 2 4 The same should be true under the
Code. A claimant should be required only to state the problem and
propose a solution.
The hearing conducted by the administering authority aboard the
spacecraft should be informal. The end object should be to dispense
justice promptly between the parties. 25 Parties would present their
own arguments because the services of professional advocates would be
26
dysfunctional aboard a spacecraft.
A more complicated question concerns the right to appeal. In California Small Claims Court, only the defendant has the right to appeal
to superior court.' 2 7 The judgment is conclusive on the plaintiff. In
space, the lack of a second forum and reviewing authority to hear an
appeal may necessitate rendering conclusive decisions on all parties after the first hearing. This approach, however, denies the important
"safety valve" provided by appeal.
One additional point would eventually need clarification. Codification of the law calls into question the doctrine of stare decisis.123
Disputes decided under the Code would likely be unreported and this,
as in small claims court, affects their precedential value.
In developing any procedural law for the Code, one underlying
objective must be kept in mind. Disputes must be resolved in the
quickest and simplest manner in order to allow safe and efficient accomplishment of the spacecraft mission.
IX.

THE ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY

The administering authority would be the person aboard the
124. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 117.1 (West 1982).
125. This coincides with language pertaining to California Small Claims Court found in
section 116.1 of the California Code of Civil Procedure. CAL CIv. PROC. CODE (Vest
1982).
126. The tendency of advocates to deal in unintelligible language, conduct endless discovery, and rely on procedural maneuvering has no place in space in an informal dispute
resolution forum. See generally F. RODELL, WOE Urro You, LAWYERS! (12th ed. 1957);
Coblentz,A4 Glut ofLawyers, NEWSWEEK, June 27, 1983, at 17. California forbids a party's
representation by counsel in small claims court. CAL. CIv. PROC. CODE § 117.4 (West 1982).
127. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 117.8 (West 1982).
128. Stare decisis, the policy of courts to abide by and adhere to decided cases, is generally associated with the common law. Precedent, however, also plays a role in civil-law
decisions. See, ag., R. DAVID & J. BRIERLEY, supra note 65, at 123-214, 348-54. 401-04.
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spacecraft charged with the responsibility of applying the Code to resolve crew disputes. It will take highly trained and disciplined individuals to fill these positions because they will be subjected to all of the
rigors of spaceflight, yet be expected to adjudicate the disputes of others
around them. This demanding role has some historical precedent. An
Amalfitan sea code speaks of a similar person aboard their vessels.
In Article 12 we find an officer mentioned for whom it would be
difficult to discover an exact modem equivalent. This is the "consul," who travels on the ship and adjudicates the differences between
master, crew and others on board. We cannot see clearly, at this distance of time, whether he was, like our union delegate, elected from
those on board, or whether he was a representative of the consuls of
the strand at Amalfi. The consul on an Amalfitan ship had the
power to increase the share of a member of the association if, in the
consul's view, he had earned129
it. This makes it difficult to imagine
him one of the crew himself.

The primary problem considered in this section is choosing the
most qualified class of persons to serve as administering authorities in
space. Several possibilities shall be considered.
A.

Spacecraft Commander

The commander 30 will most likely bear the ultimate responsibility
for the safety of the crew aboard future United States spacecraft.
Under present regulations,' 3 ' the Space Shuttle commander has full
authority to maintain order and discipline on the spacecraft. This is
workable because the Space Shuttle has a small crew and any disputes
would be resolved on Earth after termination of the mission.
As the size of the spacecraft and the length of missions grow, however, dispute resolution could be handled aboard the spacecraft. The
commander may then be faced with two full time jobs, operating the
spacecraft and resolving crew disputes. For this reason, the administering authority should be a person not simultaneously burdened with the
responsibilities of command. Moreover, decentralizing spaceborne dispute resolution by granting such authority to a staff member would be
an important step
away from the linear chain of command used on the
32
Space Shuttle.
129.
130.
131.
132.

W. McFEE, supra note 102 at 72.
See supra note 96.
14 C.F.R. §§ 1214.700-.704 (1983).
See Note, Authority of the Space Station Commander: The Needfor Delegation, 6
GLENDALE L. REV. - (1984).
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B. Engineers and Technicians
Engineers and technicians aboard a spacecraft will have the greatest level of technical expertise. This may qualify them to be the administering authority in dealing with some disputes, especially when
the operation of the spacecraft or other complex factors involving the
mission are present.
On the negative side, engineers and technicians are generally not
trained in dispute resolution between individuals. Many disputes will
not involve technical problems and engineers or technicians would not
be able to apply their training and expertise in such circumstances.
Administering the Code aboard a spacecraft would require a
generalist. This person should be schooled in dispute resolution and
not just in the technical areas which could give rise to conflict among
the crew. Therefore, an engineer or technician, in order to be an effective administrator of the Code, should receive training in such areas as
psychology, counselling, and the law.
C.

Professional Managers

Managers present an attractive source of talent for the administration of the Code during a mission. Many Master of Business Adminisbehavior,
tration (MBA) programs include classes in organizational
33
public administration, and dispute resolution.'
Managers, however, are primarily trained in making business decisions and not legal decisions. Their expertise is more attuned to areas
such as planning optimum utilization of crew resources, establishing an
organizational structure within the spacecraft, and the overall planning
and achievement of mission objectives. While these are essential skills,
they are not primarily suited for personnel dispute resolution through
the application of a legal code. With supplemental training, however,
managers too could be effective administrators of the Code.
133. In California alone, fifteen MBA programs offer concentrations in behavioral science, while thirteen offer concentrations in public policy or administration. GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT ADMISSIONS COUNCIL, THE OFFICIAL GUIDE TO MBA PROGRAMS, ADMIS-

SIONS, & CAREERS 40-42 (1982). A sampling of MBA catalogs also shows courses which
would be of value for those charged with resolving crew disputes. See, eg.. Interpersonal
Skills and Managerial Development, BULLETIN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 86 (1983); Managing Conflict.
COLUMBIA BUSINESS SCHOOL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BULLETIN 110 (1983); Behavioral
Analysis of Control Systems, Leadership and Group Dynamics, Advanced Interpersonal
Skills, THE MASTERS PROGRAM, AUSTRALIAN

(pages unnumbered) (1983).

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Hastings Int'l and Comparative Law Review
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Legal Professionals: The Astrolaw Practitioner

Legal professionals present a possible choice for fulfilling the role
of administering authority due to their training and experience in the
application of legal codes, theory of law, and tribunal procedures,
These legal professionals should be thoroughly familiar with the substantive and procedural law of the Code. Additionally, they could be
trained in a second nonlegal speciality so that they could contribute to
the mission when not adjudicating spacefarer disputes.' 34 Finally, a
of spaceflight and operation of the spacecraft
familiarity with the rigors
35
would be required.1
The idea of Earthbound space lawyering is decades old, 136 but the
idea of legally trained personnel in space is relatively new and vastly
different. As discussed earlier, formal procedures and the adversary
system should be abandoned. Legal professionals who wish to become
administering authorities of the Code must carefully focus their formal
legal education and familiarize themselves with the requirements of
living, working, and resolving disputes in space.
X.

CONCLUSION

"Space law experts all over the world should lose no time in marshalling their efforts to prevent the establishment of undesirable legal
regimes in outer space which could not be eliminated at a later
137
time."
The dispute resolution Code set forth in this Note results from two
basic assumptions. First, the United States will establish a permanent
presence in space in the form of continuously staffed spacecraft. Second, these spacecraft will require an innovative legal system to ensure
order, safety, and mission success.
134. In a 1981 pilot project exploring the future roles of lawyers in space, two University
of California Davis law students spent two months aboard the California Maritime Academy ship T/S Golden Bear. See Sloup, Should Lawyers Be Allowed in Spacel-T/S Goldenz
Bear May Suggest An Answer, PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-FOURTH COLLOQUIUM ON
THE LAW OF OUTER SPACE 219 (1982).

135. The base-line material of the lawyer has always been invested in the mores of
society from which he must extrapolate principles and rules ofjustice. In order to
do this with regard to space flight, the lawyer must understand the nature of space
and the characteristics of the vehicles which penetrate it.
Haley, The Law of Space-Scientic and Technical Considerations, 4 N.Y.L.F. 262, 263
(1958).
136. The question of "who owns space", for example, is one of the earliest space law
issues. See D. Cox & M. STOIKO, SPACEPOWER 131-41 (1958); see generally Space Lartyers,

N.Y. Times, Sept. 27, 1956, at 34, col. 2.
137. Bueckling, The FormalLegalStatus ofLunar Stations, IJ.SPACE L.113, 119 (1973).
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The effective period of the Code would extend from the mid-1990s
until such time as the permanent residents of space decide to establish
laws independent of the nations of Earth. For the foreseeable future,
however, United States law will govern United States spacecraft
notwithstanding the frequent presence of foreign nationals aboard.
Once the lawmaking process begins, legislators have a variety of
issues to face. Most importantly, the human factors of extended spaceflight must be considered. Physical and mental effects of the long duration confinement and isolation of space travel will greatly affect the
dispute resolution process.
The desirability and constitutionality of federal law preempting
state law in the field should also be clearly established. This federal
law should be codified in order to achieve an organized and comprehensive legal system. The Code should include all required jurisdictional, substantive, and procedural provisions. Finally an
administering authority should serve aboard the spacecraft. This person should be experienced in both the law and the rigors of space travel
to be able to effectively adjudicate crew disputes arising in space.
The technicians and engineers can eventually put the required
hardware into space for a permanent station. It is much more speculative whether our legislators will keep pace by developing a suitable legal system.

